Winter Camp Future Society
Annual Meeting
December 31, 2018
Meeting called to order at 12:37 am WCST
Thoughts for Winter Camp XLV
• T-shirts have been successful in the past. We ought to expect to pay about $7 per shirt
Thoughts for Winter Camp L
• John Howey suggests hamburgers on the menu
• Allan Wilson will work on an automated breakfast
Treasurer Report
• Provided by Ron on 1/7/2019: No report. There are no members for Winter Camp XLV.
• Please let Ethan know if you have any questions about this.
Cabins
• We’re paying $450 for Trout Lake cabin. The normal rate is $415 per night
• We expect to be able to stay in Trout Lake cabin as long as there is no other program at camp
that wants it
Notes from Winter Camp XLIII (commenters not recorded unless noted)
• It’s a long walk to BC, so we might need to add more time to Cross-country golf
• Candle making was a good activity, but if we do it again, we should put it on the schedule
• We should consider opening the time capsule on December 27
• Brian Maghran
o It would have been nice to have a rest are on the Perimeter Hike (perhaps by starting in
the south and having the Shop as a mid point)
• Doug Wilson:
o Jeopady format for the Geography Bee was good
o The Requiem ceremony was good
o This was the best theme we’ve had in a while
Not about arrivals and camp start times
•
•

Background: This year, there was no Allen Park meet up. Scouts who needed rides requested
them and were able to get them.
The new system seemed to have worked well, however we saw a stream of participants arriving
throughout 12/27. In the future, we should probably stress a start time.

Thoughts about meals from Winter Camp XLIII (commenters not recorded unless noted):
• Mexican meal had way too much cheese
• We had too much pastie filling
• It’s probably time to take unstuffed peppers off the menu
• We made too much bread
• Due to a reduction in cheese slice size, we should move to two slices per grilled cheese sandwich
• Part of the reason we had so much salmon is that we invited the Rangers, but they didn’t come
• The duty roster was better than last year, still needs work to promote awareness
• National ID meal was fun, but probably cost too much to shop on the fly and it’s a lot of work to
organize
• Dough Wilson:
o We might think about bringing back a leftover meal or advertising that leftovers are
available at all meals.

Meeting at BC cabin sometime in the spring or summer
• Steve Donohue suggested we meet up this spring or summer to decide if we can get rid of some
of the stuff in the BC attic.
• Allan Wilson suggested an inventory of the attic would be helpful
• Doug Wilson suggested we could combine this activity with a service project of some sort.
Meeting adjourned at 1:07 am WCST

